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Pattern formation is studied numerically in a three-variable reaction-diffusion model with onset of
the oscillatory instability at a finite wavelength. Traveling and standing waves, asymmetric
standing-traveling wave patterns, and target patterns are found. With increasing overcriticality or
system length, basins of attraction of more symmetric patterns shrink, while less symmetric patterns
become stable. Interaction of a defect with an impermeable boundary results in displacement of the
defect. Fusion and splitting of defects are observed. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern formation in reaction-diffusion systems has been
a subject of intensive study for the past 40 years.1–6 The
simplest patterns are periodic variations of concentrations.
They can be purely spatial, purely temporal or spatiotempo-
ral. The simplest supercritical bifurcations of a spatially uni-
form steady state result in spontaneous formation of these
fundamental patterns.7,8 The space-independent Hopf bifur-
cation~SIHB! gives rise to concentration oscillations that are
uniform in space and periodic in time. The Turing bifurcation
leads to the emergence of concentration profiles that are sta-
tionary in time and periodic in space.

Along with the famous instability that is associated with
his name, Turing also discovered an oscillatory instability
with finite wavelength that results in ‘‘genuine traveling
waves.’’7 He pointed that one needs at least three species to
obtain this instability in a reaction-diffusion system with a
diagonal diffusion matrix.

If we consider a three-species reaction-diffusion system
in one spatial dimension and substitute the Fourier modes

u5U exp~pt6 ikr ! ~1!

into the corresponding linearized partial differential equa-
tions, then the characteristic equation takes the form

p32Tp21Fp2J50, ~2!

whereT is the trace of the corresponding Jacobian matrix,F
is the sum of all the second order determinants of the Jaco-
bian matrix, andJ is the Jacobian. We are interested in the
case with one real negative and a complex conjugate pair of
eigenvalues,

p1,0, p2,35a6 iv. ~3!

The wave instability~WI! takes place whena.0 at k.0,
anda,0 at k50.

Some attempts have been made to analyze the basic spa-
tiotemporal patterns: traveling~TW! and standing waves
~SW! and target patterns:~TP!, which can emerge in
reaction-diffusion systems in the vicinity of a supercritical
wave bifurcation~WB!.9,10 Recently Levine and Zoe found

the WB in a semiphenomenological model of CO oxidation
on Pt which gives rise to SW, in qualitative agreement with
experiment.11

To date, however, there has been no systematic study of
the wave instability region in any reaction-diffusion model.
More importantly, a convincing demonstration of target pat-
tern formation due to WI has not yet been reported.

Understanding the mechanism of the TP formation is
important because spontaneous desynchronization of bulk
oscillations in experimental reaction-diffusion systems usu-
ally begins with the emergence of TP.12–14In many cases TP
emerge from pacemakers formed by local inhomogeneities in
the system parameters.14–16 On the other hand, there is a
good deal of evidence that TP can arise from fluctuations in
the concentrations, which are the dynamic variables of the
system.13,17–20

Target patterns have been found to emerge due to large
amplitude perturbations of limit cycle bulk oscillations in
some reaction-diffusion models.21,22They also arise as solu-
tions of the Ginsburg–Landau equations derived in the vicin-
ity of the Hopf–Turing codimension-2 bifurcation.23–25Still,
the wave instability seems to be the most likely cause of TP
formation arising from small concentration fluctuations.

Here we perform a numerical study of a simple reaction-
diffusion model with a relatively large domain of the wave
instability. We present various stationary spatiotemporal pat-
terns as well as transient patterns.

II. MODEL

Because the conditions for emergence of the wave bifur-
cation are restrictive, we investigate a simple formal chemi-
cal model which permits easy manipulation of the wave in-
stability domain. We employ here the following reaction
scheme, related to the Brussellator and other models with
so-called cubic autocatalysis as the main source of
instability,1,26

X12Y→3Y, ~R1!

S112Z→X12Z, ~R2!

Y→P1 , ~R3!

S21X→X1Z, ~R4!
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Z→P2 . ~R5!

Scheme~R1!–~R5! alone generates the wave instability
in the corresponding reaction-diffusion system; however, a
much larger domain of the wave instability can be obtained
by appending two further reactions,

X1C�XC→C1P3 , ~R6!

S3→Y. ~R7!

The one-dimensional reaction-diffusion model corresponding
to reaction scheme~R1!–~R7! is as follows:

]X

]t
52k1XY

21k2S1Z
22

k6CX

Km1X
1Dx

]2X

] l 2
,

]Y

]t
5k1XY
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whereKm is the Michaelis constant of reaction~R6!.
The corresponding nondimensional scaled model is
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In our simulations, the parameterg is always equal to
131024. If not otherwise indicated, the following parameters
are also kept constant:a50.9,b50.2,n515.5,dx5dy50.
The length of the system,L, andm are variable parameters.
Both Neumann~zero flux! and periodic boundary conditions
are employed in the simulations.

III. METHODS OF SIMULATION

For numerical analysis of the space-independent system
we employ the CONT numerical bifurcation and continua-
tion package.27 Simulations of the one-dimensional reaction-
diffusion system are done using a finite-difference approxi-
mation of Eq. ~5!. The corresponding system of ordinary
differential equations is solved with the LSODE
subroutine,28 using numerical estimates of Jacobian matrix.

The error tolerances are 131028 relative and 1310212 abso-
lute. The number of gridpoints varies with the length of the
system. For 2,L<30 we use 300 gridpoints; for longer
systems we maintain a constant resolution of 10 points per
space unit.

IV. RESULTS

A. Local dynamics

Model ~5! has three spatially uniform non-negative
steady states~SS!. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the
stationary concentrations,x05z0 and y0 , on a and b. The
topmost state SS1 has one negative and a pair of complex
conjugate eigenvalues as in Eq.~3!. State SS2 is a saddle-
node with two negative and one positive real eigenvalues,
while SS3 ~x05z050, y05b! is a stable node with all eigen-
values real and negative, if at least one of the parametersa or
b is nonzero.

Figure 2 shows the lines of space-independent saddle-
node and Hopf bifurcations of SS1 in thea,b-plane. Figure 3
depicts the lines of SIHB and WB of SS1 in them,n-plane for
a5b50, and fora50.9,b50.2.

In Fig. 4 we show dispersion curves~real parta and
imaginary partv of the eigenvalues vs wave numberk! for
SS1 at severalm. The group velocity]v/]k is positive in the
entire domain of interest. SS1 is stable ifm.mc'28.57. In
what follows, we will refer toe5(mc2m)/mc as the over-

FIG. 1. Dependence of the stationary concentrationsx05z0 andy0 on pa-
rametersa andb in model~5!. Steady state SS1 has one real negative and a
pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues;h, space-independent Hopf bifurca-
tion; SS2 has two negative and one positive real eigenvalues; SS3

(x05z050, y05b) has all eigenvalues real and negative. Numbers in fig-
ures show values ofb.
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criticality. The domain of pure wave instability corresponds
to 26.798,m,28.57. If m,26.797, SS1 is unstable to
both spatially nonuniform and uniform small perturbations,
with the increment of instability rising ask increases from 0
to kmax, wherekmax is the wave number at the maximum of
a. In other words, the amplitude of the corresponding wave
mode increases faster than that of the bulk oscillation. The
wave number kmax is almost independent ofm; at
m528.57,kmax51.834. It decreases with decreasingm to a
minimum of 1.818 atm520; it then increases slightly, rising
to kmax51.820 atm518.

B. Transient processes

In most of our simulations we employ as initial condi-
tions the locally perturbed homogeneous steady state SS1. In
some cases we start from perturbations of the limit cycle
homogeneous bulk oscillations. Local perturbations are gen-

erated by increasing the value ofy, usually at one gridpoint,
or occasionally at two or three adjacent gridpoints. The in-
crease varies from 131024 to 0.2.

For periodic boundary conditions a symmetric perturba-
tion consists of an increase ofy at one gridpoint. Asymmetric
perturbation is achieved either by increasingy at one point
and decreasingy at an adjacent point, or by different positive
deviations from SS1 at two separated gridpoints.

Asymmetric perturbations with zero flux boundary con-
ditions are obtained by single point perturbations either at
one wall or in the interior. Symmetric perturbations involve
equal changes at both walls.

In most cases, different initial conditions result in the
same final patterns. Instances in which bistability occurs are
noted below.

A local small perturbation gives rise to a wave packet
that propagates with the group velocity]v/]k. The width of
the packet increases as it propagates@Figs. 5~a! and 6#. In the
parameters region adjacent to the wave bifurcation~small
overcriticality!, the instability is convective;29,30 in the co-
moving frame the deviations grow, while in the initial system
of coordinates they damp behind the propagating wave
packet and the system returns to the steady state. When the
instability increment~a! increases, the damping behind the
wave packet decreases. Eventually the instability becomes
global.

With zero flux boundary conditions, after a wave packet
collides with a wall, a reflected wave appears, forming a
transient localized region of standing waves@Fig. 5~a!#. With
every reflection the SW regions become wider and eventu-
ally they occupy the entire system. The next phase of the
evolution involves adjustment of the SW to the system
length and elimination of defects and dislocations. If suc-
cessful, the process results in a uniform SW@Fig. 5~b!#.

A parallel evolution of the pattern takes place under pe-
riodic boundary conditions with a symmetric local perturba-
tion. In this case, a transient region of SW develops from the
point of collision of counterpropagating waves. If the pertur-
bation is asymmetric, the final stationary pattern is a travel-
ing wave~Fig. 6!.

C. Stationary patterns

We perform a global qualitative study of pattern forma-
tion in a parameter domain beyond the onset of the wave
instability. Our goal is to find stable patterns with relatively
large basins of attraction in thee,L-parameter plane for our
standard set of parameters. We use several initial conditions
for the chosen set of parameters to search for coexistence of
different patterns. In several cases our simulations reveal a
bistability, but we do not study these secondary bifurcations
further in this paper.

1. Periodic boundary conditions

Very near the WB, both SW~Fig. 5! and TW~Fig. 6! are
stable in a ring system. Atm528.5,L516.4,both symmet-
ric and asymmetric local perturbations result in SW with
wavelength l5L/5. Periodic initial conditions with this

FIG. 2. Space-independent saddle-node~dashed line! and Hopf bifurcation
~solid line! in a,b-plane. TB marks position of Takens–Bogdanov bifurca-
tion point.

FIG. 3. Space-independent Hopf bifurcation~solid lines! and wave bifurca-
tion ~dashed lines! in the m,n-plane. Parameters,dx5dy50; A:a5b50,
B:a50.9, b50.2.
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wavelength result in TW. Form528, or 28.2, symmetric
local perturbations result in SW, while asymmetric local per-
turbations result in TW.

At a large distance from the onset of wave instability
~m518!, asymmetric perturbations result in TW, and sym-
metric perturbation result in symmetric target patterns. Fig-
ure 7 shows an asymmetric view of a symmetric TP in order
to highlight the wave emitting region without cutting either
the leading center or the region of the wave collision. We
show the envelope of the target patterns with an overlay of
45 consecutive concentration profiles at a time step of 0.02
@Fig. 7~b!#. The amplitude has a minimum at the leading
center and increases monotonically to a stationary value that
corresponds to the traveling waves which occupy most of the
pattern. The region where the waves collide reveals decaying
standing waves.

2. Zero flux boundary conditions

In Fig. 8 we present a structure diagram in thee,L-plane
for the system with zero flux boundary conditions. We em-
ploy a single gridpoint perturbation at one wall with ampli-
tude 0.2. The simulations are run for 500 time units at each
point.

The SW are stable at low overcriticality in relatively
short systems. For instance, atm528.3, notonly asymmet-

ric local perturbation but also symmetric perturbation at both
walls results in antisymmetric SW with the halfwave length.

With increasing system length~L! or overcriticality~de-
crease ofm!, the basin of attraction of SW shrinks, and
asymmetric patterns appear. These patterns are intermediate
between SW and TP; most of the pattern displays a strong
dominance of one of the constituent traveling waves, which
forms a TP@Fig. 9~a!#, however, another wave has a signifi-
cant amplitude everywhere@Fig. 9~b!#. We term these pat-
terns standing-traveling waves~STW!.

A further increase of overcriticality, 0.09<e<0.30,
causes STW to become aperiodic in time at the 500 unit time
scale~Fig. 10!. At e50.37 target patterns are stable withL
between 3.5 and 58. Standing waves were never obtained for
e50.37 for either symmetric or asymmetric perturbations.
We have checked the stability of standing waves by employ-
ing initial conditions corresponding to the profiles of stand-
ing waves. Simulations forL512 and L514 show that
standing waves are unstable ate50.37.

3. Target patterns

A target pattern is a spatial domain filled with traveling
waves that originate from a small region having at least one
point with ]x/]r50. This region has been termed a leading

FIG. 4. Dispersion curves for real~a! and imaginary~v! parts of complex eigenvalues of SS1. ~a!,~b! Vicinity of bifurcations;~c!,~d! larger overcriticality. I,
spatially uniform steady state is stable; II, wave bifurcation; III, pure wave instability; IV, homogeneous Hopf bifurcation; V–X, wave instability coexists with
spatially uniform oscillatory instability;m-values are I229.4, II228.569 150 369 2, III227.6, IV226.797 667 326 5, V226.0, VI224.0, VII222.0, VIII220,
IX218.
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center~LC!,12,13homogeneous pacemaker,14 or source.31 The
period of oscillation of a LC~TLC! depends uponL, tending
to a limit asL increases~Table I!.

A LC emerges as a result of a local perturbation~an
initial defect! of a homogeneous state. The final position of a
LC depends on the distance between the initial defect and a
wall, and onL. When a single initial defect is placed at a
wall andL varies from 3.5 to 33.25, the LC is found at the
same wall whenL55.25; 7.0; 8.75; 10.5; 14.0; 17.5; 28.0;
31.5; 33.25, and at the opposite wall whenL53.5; 21.0.
WhenL535, two LC result from a single defect; one LC is
established at the same wall and the second LC stabilizes
inside the system, at a distance 3l from the opposite wall.
The same configuration occurs as a long lasting transient
whenL533.25, but theinternal LC finally vanishes in this
case. At relatively largeL(L542, 43, 44, 56, 57, 58!, only
one LC emerges and becomes established at the same wall
where the initial defect is placed.

We determined the dependence of the final position of
the LC on the position of the initial defect atL543. If the
initial defect is placed near a wall, the final position of the
LC is at the wall. If the wall-defect distance exceeds a
threshold, the LC stabilizes further from the wall than the
initial defect. When the initial distance is much larger than
the wavelength, the position of LC coincides with that of the
initial defect. Table II shows the dependence of the LC to
wall distance on that of the initial defect to the wall.

With two point perturbations we find fusion of the de-
fects into a single LC@Fig. 11~a!#. We have also observed the
opposite effect, splitting of a single defect, resulting in the
birth of a pair of LC@Fig. 11~b!#.

D. Multistability

When the set of simulations presented in Fig. 8 is re-
peated with initial perturbations at both walls, the same re-
sults are obtained in most of thee,L-diagram. However, bi-
stability is found at a few points. For instance, atm527,
L517.5 andm526, L510.5, symmetric initial conditions
result in SW, while single perturbations result in STW.

A very different type of multistability can occur for con-
fined systems. First, TW and SW with various wavelengths
can match the length of the system. Also, a system can ac-
commodate various numbers of target patterns. Both these
multistabilities have been found in our simulations.

E. Effect of diffusion coefficients

We performed a limited set of simulations with a non-
zero diffusion coefficient for the autocatalyst (dy), or with
both dx anddy positive. Withm518, dx50, 0.1<dy<0.3,
L530, a local perturbation results in a stationary TP with a

FIG. 5. Development of a standing wave from local perturbation of a system
with zero flux boundary conditions. Parameters:m528, L520. ~a! r,t-
plot; frames I–III correspond tot from 0 to 150, IV shows stationary pattern
at 500<t<550. Values ofx are quantified with 256 gray levels; white cor-
responds to maximum value ofx; and black to minimum value.~b! Station-
ary pattern; overlay of 50 consecutive profiles withdt50.01.

FIG. 6. Development of a traveling wave from asymmetric local perturba-
tion of a system with periodic boundary conditions. Parameters,m528,
L520. I–II correspond tot from 0 to 100; III shows stationary pattern of
traveling wave at 200<t<250.
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single LC. Withdy50.4 we obtain a nonstationary TP with a
pair of LC, each of which slowly drifts in a limited region.
Figure 12 shows this pattern on a short time scale. Nonsta-
tionary patterns with several LC emerge atdy>0.5.

With dx5dy50.05, the structure diagram in Fig. 8 re-
mains qualitatively the same, with a slight overall shift ow-
ing to a decrease in the critical valuemc .

V. DISCUSSION

In our simulations the ratio of the system length to the
pattern wavelength ranges from 0.3 to 18, corresponding to
the range used in published experiments on chemical
waves.4–6,14

We employ both periodic and zero flux boundary condi-
tions in our simulations. Periodic boundary conditions are
particularly useful in studying basins of attraction and stabil-
ity of traveling waves and the development of a target pat-

FIG. 8. Structure diagram ine, L-plane for a system with zero flux bound-
ary conditions.e is overcriticality,L is system length.1, standing waves;
l, standing-traveling waves;n, aperiodic standing-traveling waves;j, tar-
get patterns. Dashed lines are drawn by eye to separate domains of different
patterns.

FIG. 9. Stationary pattern of standing-traveling wave in a system with zero
flux boundary conditions. Parameters,m526, L516. ~a! r,t-plot, t from
500 to 505.~b! Overlay of 40 consecutive profiles withdt50.025.

FIG. 7. Development of a target pattern from symmetric local perturbation
of a system with periodic boundary conditions. Parameters,m518, L520.
~a! r,t-plot; I, transition period,t from 0 to 30; II, stationary target pattern,
t from 60 to 90.~b! Stationary pattern, overlay of 45 consecutive profiles
with dt50.02.
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terns. Zero flux boundary conditions are more appropriate for
simulating experimental reaction-diffusion systems, and we
use them in most of our simulations.

Our data show that with increasing overcriticality~e! or
system length~L!, basins of attraction of more symmetric
patterns shrink, while less symmetric patterns become stable.
In ring systems near the onset of wave instability, standing
waves develop from both symmetric and asymmetric local
defects, while to obtain TW it is necessary to take as initial
conditions a periodic concentration profile which is close to
that of the final TW. At somewhat greater distances from the
onset of wave instability, symmetric initial defects result in
SW, while asymmetric ones develop into TW, but TP still do
not emerge. At large overcriticality asymmetric defects de-
velop into TW, and symmetric ones give rise to TP, while
SW become unstable.

It is important to understand the transition from more
symmetric to less symmetric patterns. One mechanism seems

to be relevant at relatively largeL(L.25). For stationary
patterns, the amplitude equations valid in the vicinity of the
WB ~Ref. 8! can be reduced to ordinary differential equa-
tions which govern the dependence of the envelope ampli-
tudes on the space coordinate. LetA be the real amplitude of
the envelope for the rightward traveling wave andB be that
for the leftward one. In theA,B phase plane steady states
situated at the axes correspond to TW and those on the diag-
onal correspond to SW.9,31 Closed orbits that surround the
symmetric steady state correspond to STW. It has been
shown9,32 that stability of TW and SW depends on the ratio
~g! of the real part of the coefficient of the restrictive cubic
term uBu2A to that of the termuAu2A. If g.1, the TW are
stable; if21,g,1, the SW are stable. The results in Refs. 9,
31, and 32 were obtained for infinitely largeL, where bound-
ary conditions play no role. We intend to analyze the ampli-
tude equations for our system, which has a finite length and
specific boundary conditions, to check whether such a simple
nonlinear effect is the sole or main cause of the parity-
breaking transition.

Figure 8 summarizes the results of our simulations with
zero flux boundary conditions. Near the onset of wave insta-
bility only the spatially uniform SS1 is stable if L,lc/2.
With L5lc/2 the first SW emerges. Figure 4 shows that the
matching conditions,L5(nl)/2, become looser as the over-
criticality increases. Ate<0.02, SW is the only stable pattern
at all L tested. At 0.055<e<0.3, with initial point perturba-
tions, patterns appear in the following sequence asL is in-
creased; SW, STW, aperiodic~in time! STW. The transition
from SW to STW is a bifurcation associated with a loss of
parity. Aperiodic STW found close to the apparent boundary
between domains of STW and nonperiodic STW in our 500

TABLE I. Period of oscillation of target patterns in comparison with homo-
geneous bulk oscillations.a

L L/l Mode T T/T0

1 0 bulk oscillations 0.96 1
3.5 1 core of LC 0.82 0.85
5.1513.658.75 211.453.4 TP~LC inside! 0.84 0.88
8.2 3 TP 0.91 0.95
8.75 3 TP 0.93 0.97
14 5 TP 0.91 0.95
16.4 6 TP 0.91 0.95
35 12 TP 0.91 0.95
57 21 TP 0.90 0.94

aT05period of homogeneous oscillations. Parameters,m518; n515.5;
a50.9; b50.2; g5131024; dx5dy50.

FIG. 10. Aperiodic standing-traveling waves in a system with zero flux
boundary conditions. Each frame corresponds tot from 400 to 460. Param-
eters~a! m522, L57; ~b! m522, L535; ~c! m522, L521; ~d! m526,
L521.

FIG. 11. Fusion and splitting of initial defects in a system with periodic
boundary conditions.~a! Fusion, two defects form a single leading center;
parameters,m518, L540; initial conditions, SS1 with two gridpoints
separated byr57.0, where y is increased by 0.2.~b! Splitting, a single
defect gives rise to a pair of leading centers; parameters,m518, L570;
initial conditions, SS1 with two adjacent gridpoints wherey is increased by
0.2.
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time unit runs may simply be transient patterns with very
long relaxation times, with the true stationary patterns being
STW. Farther from the ‘‘boundary’’ the aperiodic STW ap-
pear to be stationary multiperiodic or chaotic patterns. At
e50.37 SW are stable atL'lc/2, the core region of TP is a
stable pattern atL53.5, and TP is astable pattern at all
largerL tested.

Target patterns are especially interesting. First, they have
been observed in almost all experimental chemical reaction-
diffusion systems capable of bulk oscillations.4–6,14 Sec-
ondly, their characteristics are independent of the system
length in long systems, in contrast to traveling and standing
waves which must match the system length.

Target patterns consist of three regions; a leading center
~source!, a domain occupied by traveling waves, and a region
adjacent to the point of collision of the waves with either a

wall or an opposite wave train~sink!. The sink region dis-
plays a strongly decaying standing wave. The sizes of the
source and sink regions are practically independent of the
system length.

It is interesting to compare our data with the results
modeling of wave patterns of convection in binary
fluids.8,33,34 The envelope profile of our asymmetric target
patterns with a LC at one wall and a sink at another is in
good agreement with the filling structure found by Cross as a
numerical solution of the Ginsburg–Landau equations de-
rived in the vicinity of the WB.33 Cross also describes two
symmetric patterns; one with a source at the center and sinks
at the walls, which he terms TP, and another, termed a shock
structure, with sources at the walls and a sink in the center.34

He found that the shock structure is stable, while the TP is
unstable toward small displacements. In our system, both
configurations can be either stable or unstable, depending on
the system parameters. We also found a number of stable
asymmetric patterns with one LC and two sinks or vice
versa.

The amplitude of oscillations in a TP has a minimum at
the leading center and monotonically increases with the dis-
tance from the LC, both in experiments with the Belousov–
Zhabotinsky~BZ! reaction-diffusion system18–21 and in our
model. However, the decaying standing wave structure seen
in the vicinity of collision points in Fig. 7, is absent in the
BZ reaction experiments. We believe that this difference re-
sults from the fact that the BZ reaction is a stiff oscillator
with the autocatalyst as the primary propagator, while our
model consists of a soft oscillator with the third variable~z!
as the primary propagator. This reasoning is supported by
Fig. 12, where the decaying standing wave is nearly absent
in the regions adjacent to the collision points if the diffusion
coefficient of the autocatalystdy is increased to 0.4.

The basic patterns are robust with respect to initial con-
ditions. We obtain same patterns when the amplitude of a
single local perturbation of SS1 is varied from 131024 to
0.2. We find the same LC with equal amplitude local pertur-
bations of either SS1 or the limit cycle homogeneous bulk
oscillations.

On the other hand, our data suggest that interactions of
defects in confined reaction-diffusion systems can be very
complicated. The final distance of a stationary LC from a
wall is a nonmonotonic function of the distance between the
initial defect and the wall, if the latter is comparable with the
wavelength. Only if the distance between the defect and the
wall is large enough, does the LC remain at the location of
the initial defect~Table II!.

Interaction between defects and the evolution of solitary
defects can be quite sensitive to initial conditions. The birth
of a pair of LC from a single initial defect is a good example.
An initial increment iny of 131024 at a single gridpoint

FIG. 12. Target patterns in a system with zero flux boundary conditions.
Parameters,dx50, dy50.4, m518, L530. ~a! r,t-plot, t from 1500 to
1505; ~b! overlay of 45 consecutive profiles withdt50.02.

TABLE II. Position ~distance from the wall! of LC vs position of initial defect (L543).a

Def 1.0 2.0 3.5 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 10.3 11.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 19.0 21.0

LC 0.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 6.1 9.9 10.0 11.6 12.8 14.0 15.0 19.0 21.0

aParameters,m518; n515.5; a50.9; b50.2; g5131024; dx5dy50.
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results in the birth of a pair of LC, while larger initial defects
of amplitude 0.03 or 0.2 yield a single LC. A defect with
amplitude 0.2 occupying two adjacent gridpoints, gives rise
to a pair of LC, while a three gridpoint defect with the same
amplitude does not.

The results presented here only begin to illustrate the
wealth of behavior associated with the wave bifurcation in
reaction-diffusion systems. Clearly, further modeling and ex-
perimental studies will be required to reveal the full range of
spatiotemporal patterning of which such systems are capable.
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